
ACM UOL STUDENT CHAPTER 

Address: Department of Information technology and computer science. The University of 

Lahore. Lahore, Pakistan. 

Our People: Chapter faculty and Sponsors 

Names and email addresses of chapter officers and faculty sponsor:  

Faculty Sponsor: Majid Naddeem (majidnadeem@acm.org) 

President: Farhan Ashraf (FARHAN-MEMBERS@listserv.acm.org) 

Vice President: M.Ikram UL Mustafa (muhammadikramm@acm.org) 

Treasurer: Qammar Shahbaz (qammar.shahbazbajwa@gmail.com) 

Graduate-Student Liaison Chair: Ansar Khalil (rao.anshoo@gmail.com) 

Membership and Outreach Chair:  Abdur Ur Rehman Atif (aleemtrader@gmail.com) 

Logistics Head : Mustafa Hassan (mustafa447.mh@gmail.com) 

Human Resource: Awais Javed (awaissjavaid@gmail.com) 

Web master: Fahad Khalid (fahadkhalid520@gmail.com) 

Designer: Fakhir Shahwar (fakhir.shahwar1@gmail.com) 

Media: Arslan Shahid Khan (arslanshahid94as@gmail.com) 

Brief Description:  

UOL-ACM Student Chapter aims at providing solutions to the academic problems. This is not 

something regarding research society. This is a general platform to promote knowledge, 

awareness and skills among multiple domains. UOL-ACM is not and cannot be confined to a 

single area of interest.  

The leadership of ACM is committed to deliver its best to work for the knowledge growth and 

learning of UOLIANS specifically and students of all other institutes in general. 

We also invite talented students to work with us and any ideas to make the environment 

better. Please reach us for learning more about us and being a part of us. 
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Students and courses: 

Students who take computer science and related courses, and typical majors of our chapter 

members: 

Computer Science: 1500 

Software Engineering: 1200 

Computer Engineering: 300 

70 students have joined UOL ACM chapter.   

OUTSTANDING WEBSITE : 

         The site helps staying up with the latest with the most recent news and occasions that stir 

week after week, it is intended to be as clear as could reasonably be expected so that our 

individuals can achieve their missing data effectively. 

http://uol.hosting.acm.org/ 

Team ACM: 

Uol acm chapter has different teams for different fields. some of them are manager, web 

master, HR manager, designer, media. All team works together for uol ACM chapter goal’s 

Insides: 

Uol chapter has its own policies of hiring and has some confidential meetings, Which has done 

in different rooms of department. 

Codercharts: 

This section is being about the events like ICPC programming ,GEEK WEEK, GAMING, 

DESIGNING, WEB DEVELOPMENT, SEMINARS ,WORKSHOPS 

Multimedia: 

The sight and sound segment contains pictures, recordings and presentations from our 

occasions, this helps the individuals who miss any occasion to keep educated with the data they 

could have missed. 

Events and calendar: 

http://uol.hosting.acm.org/


The Events and Calendar segments contain our up and coming and past occasions, be they 

courses, classes, workshops or visits. The occasions incorporate points of interest data for every 

occasion, and the timetable area helps keeping a brief data about the occasions and their 

timings. 

 

 

 

 

About us: 

Email: majidnadeem@acm.org 

Website: http://uol.hosting.acm.org 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/uolCodercharts/?fref=ts 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/UolAcm 
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